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Alice Bailey Treatise On White
Magic
This volume deals with the underlying structure of
occult teaching for the present era and with those
vast cosmic processes reproduced through all areas
of life from universe to atom. The book gives an
exposition of Solar Fire, the Fire of Mind, since this is
the dominant energy to be understood and controlled
during this second solar system.
2013 Reprint of 1950 Third Edition. Full facsimile of
the original edition, not reproduced with Optical
Recognition Software. Volume One Only. The books
of Alice A. Bailey, written in cooperation with a
Tibetan teacher between 1919 and 1949, constitute
a continuation of the Ageless Wisdom--a body of
esoteric teaching handed down from ancient times in
a form which is always suitable to each period.
Intended to precede and condition the coming era,
the Alice A. Bailey writings offer an unparalleled
spiritual approach to such subjects as the teaching
on Shamballa and the Path of spiritual evolution; the
spiritual Hierarchy; the new discipleship and training
in meditation as a form of service; the teaching on
the seven rays and the new psychology of the soul;
the teaching on esoteric astrology; and the new
world religion, which emphasizes the common
thread of truth linking all the major world faiths. Five
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volumes have been written under the overall title of
"A Treatise on the Seven Rays." This sequence of
books is based on the fact, the nature and the quality
of the seven basic streams of energy pervading our
solar system, our planet and all that lives and moves
within its orbit. Of the specialized subjects presented
in these books, two volumes are concerned with
esoteric psychology - the first in relation to basic
energy patterns and structures; the second
particularly applied to the soul and the personality of
man and to the working out of the Plan for humanity.
Psychology is defined in Webster's Dictionary as
"the science of mind," at one time considered a
branch of metaphysics. Today we are more inclined
to include all the conditioning subjective factors as
psychological in nature - mental and emotional
impulses and soul contact, to whatever degree it
exists. These subjective influences constitute the
whole psychological background to a man's attitudes
and behaviour, and create the faculty of spiritual
response. The "psyche" is, after all, the human soul,
the centre of consciousness. Esoteric psychology
begins with a consideration of the human being as a
soul, manifesting in the form of a personality,
consisting of mental, emotional and etheric/physical
substance, and more or less in contact and control,
depending on the stage of evolution in the
personality consciousness. From the point of view of
esoteric psychology, evolution is the evolution of
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consciousness, by which the imbedded fragment of
the soul within the personality progressively
identifies its spiritual source and becomes at-one
with it. The seven differentiated streams of ray
energy play a significant role in this evolutionary
process. A blend of five energies in a human being
determine his goals, his problems, his available
qualities and energy resources, and the correct
method by which - according to his dominant ray
influence - he may unfold his consciousness and
make spiritual progress. In this volume of Esoteric
Psychology many of these distinctive ray qualities
and methods are given as quotations, or
interpretations, of "The Old Commentary" put into
poetic and symbolic words. The seven rays are
shown as the Seven Creative Builders, each one
imbued with purpose and power, functioning
together as a synthesis in occult obedience to the
purposes of our Solar Logos. Such a detailed and
comprehensive study of the ray energies influencing
our planetary life and all kingdoms in nature is of
inestimable value to the aspirant consciously
preparing himself to become of planetary service as
he learns to serve and to unite with his fellowmen.
A Treatise on White Magic is a book by Alice Bailey.
It is considered to be among the most important by
students of her writings, as it is less abstract than
most, and deals with many important subjects of her
works in an introductory, even programmatic fashion.
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Bailey promulgated White Magic as a discipline to
serve humanity. It is an esoteric text, which Bailey
said was dictated telepathically by the Tibetan
Master, Djwal Khul. It is offered as a "basic textbook"
for the Western aspirant to initiation, and is divided
into fifteen rules of magic, each one taking the
reader further into the mysteries of spirituality.
Topics discussed include: how an aspirant can best
prepare himself for service, the various ray types of
their influences, the relationship between the
macrocosm and microcosm, the spiritual, causal,
astral and physical realms and their interactions, the
spiritual psychology of man, The Hierarchy of
Masters, esoteric groups and schools, the spiritual
centers (or chakras), the occult concept of the Seven
Rays, meditation work and much more. One of the
main themes is that of soul control.
The scientific basis for the widely accepted ideal of
the brotherhood of man rests on the fact of the
interwoven etheric (or energy) structure underlying
all forms in all kingdoms within the planet. It is this
essential oneness which provides the conditions for
intercommunication on all levels of consciousness,
and which creates the possibility of simultaneous
impression in many by a stream of Plan - inspired
energy.
The Labours of Hercules - an astrological
interpretation by Alice Bailey, gives a vivid account
of the journey of the soul as it incarnates
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progressively through the twelve signs of the Zodiac.
The labours that Hercules is required to perform
symbolise the specific challenges that face all
disciples as they seek to equip themselves to better
serve their fellow human beings. It is an excellent
introduction to a more esoteric understanding of
astrology.
The teaching on the seven rays can enable all true
servers to work with greater skill and effectiveness in
their chosen field of activity. As Alice Bailey wrote, a
study of the rays will mean that “...we shall have a
practical method of analysis whereby we can arrive
at a right understanding of ourselves as ensouling
entities, and at a wiser comprehension of our fellow
men We can then deal more intelligently with
ourselves, with our children and with our friends and
associates. We shall find ourselves able to cooperate more wisely with the Plan as it is seeking
expression at any particular time”.
The next cookbook from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author behind the Hungry Girl brand! Lisa
Lillien is back with her fastest and easiest recipes
ever -- each one is ready in 30 minutes or less! With
full-color photos of every recipe, Hungry Girl Fast &
Easy consists of quick and simple meals & snacks
made with everyday ingredients. Get ready for... *
sheet-pan recipes * one-pot recipes * stir-frys &
skillet meals * salads & slaws * 10-minute power
bowls * 5-minute smoothies * 2-ingredient cake
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mugs ... and so much more! And like all Hungry Girl
recipes, the calories counts are small and the
portions are large! Hungry Girl Fast & Easy is
packed with delicious recipes that you’ll make again
and again.
With widespread publicity concerning the near death
experience, many people are now searching for a deeper
understanding of death and the process of dying. Esoteric
teachings on the subtle bodies and their interrelationship
have much to offer to those pondering on and researching the
mystery of death. Resurrection is the keynote of nature; death
is not. Death is only the ante-chamber of resurrection.
This compilation from the books of Alice Bailey seeks to
increase understanding of the immortal soul, addressing it’s
many aspects under sixty two headings. The creative nature
of the Soul: On its own plane, the soul knows no separation,
and the factor of synthesis governs all soul relations. The soul
is occupied not only with the form that the vision of its
objective may take, but with the quality or the meaning which
that vision veils or hides. The soul knows the Plan; its form,
outline, methods and objective are known. Through the use of
the creative imagination, the soul creates; it builds thoughtforms on the mental plane and objectifies desire on the astral
plane. It proceeds then to externalise its thought and its
desire upon the physical plane through applied force,
creatively actuated by the imagination of the etheric or vital
vehicle. Yet because the soul intelligence, motivated by love,
it can (within the realised synthesis which governs its
activities) analyse, discriminate and divide. The soul likewise
aspires to that which is greater than itself, and reaches out to
the world of divine ideas, and thus itself occupies a midway
position between the world of ideation and the world of forms,
This is its difficulty and its opportunity.
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Harness the power of crystal healing and your astrological
sign to incorporate personalized self-care and wellness into
your daily routine.
Education should be a continuous process from birth to
death. It is essentially a process leading to reconciliation of
the human and divine elements in the constitution of a human
being. Right relationship between God and man, spirit and
matter, the whole and the part, should be a prime objective of
educational techniques.
A Treatise on White MagicOr the Way of the DiscipleMartino
Fine Books
The development of the intellect, while necessary, is a means
to an end. The intellect should become a means of
penetrating into new dimensions of thought and
consciousness, and of awakening the intuitive faculty of “pure
reason”. Through occult meditation the gap is bridged
between the threefold mind and the intuition.
True to the spirit of the all-American athlete and our society's
seemingly endless pursuit of and passion for leisure activities
is Sports & Recreation Fads. This readable and fascinating
reference book highlights some of the most notable as well as
some long-forgotten pastimes and personalities. Sporting and
recreation events have thrived in the United States for more
than two centuries. Just about every sport and recreation
embraced from Colonial America to the present has had its
faddish aspects. The fascinating introduction provides a basic
understanding of the importance of fads in the development
of sports and recreation. No book on sports fads would be
complete without several chapters on baseball, and this
exciting volume is no different--Hank Aaron's 715th home run,
baseball card collecting, Mark “the Bird” Fidrych's shining
season with the Detroit Tigers, Bo Jackson's double career,
Jackie Robinson's success in breaking the color barrier, and
Pete Rose's gambling troubles--a true slice of Americana, the
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best and the worst of our favorite pastime! From the
controversial people and events in professional
athletics--Mohammed Ali, Joe Namath, Mike Tyson, the
“battle of the sexes” between Billie Jean King and Bobby
Riggs, the “Black Sox Scandal,” and the Dallas Cowboys
cheerleaders, to the heroes--Charles Atlas, Joe Louis, and
Babe Ruth, Hoffmann and Bailey illustrate the often fickle and
sometimes enduring interest that Americans have for sports
figures and their games. This informative and entertaining
book also examines our personal quest for fitness, our
devotion to automobiling, and our love of games, including
bridge, charades, crossword puzzles, Monopoly, Dungeons &
Dragons, Scrabble, and Trivial Pursuit. Sports &Recreation
Fads is a handy guide to our favorite leisure activities of the
last 200 years.
A Treatise on White Magic is considered to be among the
most important of Bailey's writings, as it is less abstract than
most, and deals with many important subjects of her works in
a programmatic fashion."I seek in this book to do four things,
and to make appeal to three types of people. It is based, as
regards its teaching, upon four fundamental postulates.
These are intended to:1. Teach the laws of spiritual
psychology as distinguished from mental and emotional
psychology.2. Make clear the nature of the soul of man and
its systemic and cosmic relationships. This will include its
group relationship as a preliminary step.3. Demonstrate the
relations between the self and the sheaths which that self
may use, and thus clarify public thought as to the constitution
of man.4. Elucidate the problem of the supernormal powers,
and give the rules for their safe and useful development." Alice Bailey
Throughout the books of Alice Bailey we frequently come
across arresting suggestions and ideas. Many of these are
brought together in this book. Arranged in alphabetical
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subject order they form an ideal introduction to the books as a
whole. Topics include: The Ancient Mysteries, Courage,
Crisis, Guidance, Joy, Mind, The New Age, Visualisation.
World Glamour, the sum total of human ignorance, fear and
greed, can dissipate through the clear, inclusive thinking of
those in whom the soul (Christ) principle is awakening.
Glamour results from a negative emotional focus. The
dissipation of glamour depends on 'illumined thinking'.
Author note: Ronald C. White, Jr. is Chaplain and Assistant
Professor of Religion at Whitworth College in Spokane,
Washington. >P>C. Howard Hopkins is Professor of History
Emeritus at Rider College and Director of the John R. Mott
Biography Project. He is the author of The Rise of the Social
Gospel in American Protestantism.
This Overview was carefully distilled from the abridgments,
and was created to be used as an overall textbook and
lesson-plan by study groups. New students may find it useful
as an introduction to the vast body of knowledge bequeathed
to us by DK and AAB. Intermediate students may benefit from
it as a reference, while advanced disciples may appreciate it
as a trusted source of 'recommend reading' for their
students.It is my sincere belief that the Ageless Wisdom,
much of which is discussed in this book, can and will aid the
world at this time of great change. With this overview, the
New Age movement, presently lacking in concrete
knowledge, will have a core textbook upon which to grow. I
believe this is one of the Ashram's goals and is part of DK's
larger plan to spread awareness of the Ageless Wisdom
throughout the world, and I am honored to play a small part in
these objectives.In Unity, Love and Light, Patrick Westfall
By examining both gender and aging in this ethnography of
an Indian village, Sarah Lamb forces a re-examination of
major debates in feminist anthropology and contributes to the
small but growing literature on aging in contemporary culture.
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As Alice in Wonderland discovered, cave entrances, tunnels,
spirals and mirrors can transport people to strange worlds
where anything is possible. Portals investigates how we move
beyond the conscious and physical world using our senses,
into other realities of the spiritual and the divine. Portals looks
at the techniques used to alter consciousness practised by
shamans, monks and other religious specialists. These
include the use of drugs, as well as drumming, chanting and
meditation. The book provides a new, anthropologicallygrounded perspective on the wide-ranging questions about
the realities of human consciousness and mystical, spiritual
and religious experience.
Occult Meditation is a book that will surprise you because of
the depth in which the subject of meditation is developed, its
benefits and significance in the physical and spiritual world.A
book that every lover of spirituality and especially of
theosophy should read.About the author: Alice Bailey
(1880-1949) was an English esoteric practitioner and writer.At
the age of 35, she entered the Theosophical Society center in
Los Angeles (USA), at the Pacific Grove Theosophical Lodge.
In 1919, Bailey (39 years old) severed her ties to the
Theosophical Society and began to write texts that he
claimed were dictated telepathically by a certain "Tibetan," or
"D. K. . She published those texts under the title Human and
Solar Initiation. There she made known the existence of the
spiritual hierarchy, which Madame Blavatsky had already
spread, although not in an orderly way.She later revealed that
the Tibetan D.K. was the master Djwal Khul. She wrote using
the teacher's name for 30 years, from 1919 until her death in
1949
The science of esoteric astrology is said to be the basic occult
science of the future. Astrology is described in this book as
"the science of relationships", a science which deals with
those conditioning energies and forces which play through
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and upon the whole field of space and all that is found within
it.
A lively and stimulating resource for all first year students of
human geography, this introductory Reader comprises key
published writings from the main fields of human geography.
Because the subject is both broad and necessarily only
loosely defined, a principal aim of this book is to present a
view of the subject which is theoretically informed and yet
recognises that any view is partial, contingent and subject to
change. The extracts selected are accessible and raise
issues of method and theory as well as fact. The editors have
chosen articles that not only represent main currents in the
present flow of academic geography but which are also
responsive to developments outside of the discipline. Their
selection contains a mixture of established and recent
writings and each section features a contextualizing
introduction and detailed suggestions for further reading.
This book contains the Fifteen Rules for Magic (for soul
control), the soul, the White Magician, becoming manifest
through its own inherent magical powers. The human being is
essentially and inherently divine. The soul is the means
whereby humanity evolves a consciousness of divinity,
redeems gross matter and liberates the pure flame of spirit
from the limitation of form.
To aid men and women endeavouring to prepare themselves
for group service during this transitional era, the Tibetan
Master, Djwhal Khul, suggested that a compilation be made
of all that he had written with Alice Bailey on the Seventh Ray
of Ceremonial Order. This book is the fulfilment of that wish.
2012 Reprint of 1945 Edition. Exact facsimile of the original
edition, not reproduced with Optical Recognition Software. "A
Treatise on White Magic" is considered to be one of her most
important writings, as it is less abstract than most, and deals
with many important subjects of her works in an introductory,
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even programmatic fashion. It was first published in 1934 with
the subtitle 'The Way of the Disciple'. She promulgated White
Magic as a discipline to serve humanity. Bailey said the work
was dictated telepathically by the Tibetan Master, Djwal Khul.
It is offered as a "basic textbook" for the Western aspirant to
initiation, and is divided into fifteen rules of magic, each one
taking the reader further into the mysteries of spirituality.
Topics discussed include: how an aspirant can best prepare
himself for service, the various ray types of their influences,
the relationship between the macrocosm and microcosm, the
spiritual, causal, astral and physical realms and their
interactions, the spiritual psychology of man (although this is
dealt with much more fully in the Esoteric Psychology
volumes), The Hierarchy of Masters, esoteric groups and
schools, the spiritual centers (or chakras), the occult concept
of the Seven Rays, meditation work and much more. One of
the main themes is that of soul control. Students of the works
of Alice A. Bailey and Theosophy believe that the ultimate
purpose of White Magic is furtherance of the spiritual and
material evolution of humanity. Specifically, this evolution is
conceived in terms of the increased benevolent manifestation
of seven spiritual energies or Seven Rays. It is further
believed that adept practitioners of White Magic, wielding the
power of the Seven Rays, can contribute to this evolution.
Initiation, Human and Solar is book by Alice Bailey in which is
explained her theory of the hierarchy of sacred entities, and
the part initiation plays in that system. Initiation is presented
as a growth of perception which serves as a guide to
revelation and elucidation.

"A must-read for any Bailey student, anyone
interested in the New Age movement, and for those
who wonder, amidst our confused and divided world,
where will it all end?" - Steven Chernikeeff, author of
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Esoteric Apprentice From tragic beginnings as an
aristocratic orphan to becoming the mother of the
New Age spiritual movement, Alice A. Bailey is one
of the modern era's most misunderstood occult
figures. Bailey's journey is a story of faith, from
orthodox Christian beginnings, through a protracted
spiritual crisis, to a newfound belief in Theosophy. A
mystic and a seeker, a founder of global spiritual
organizations, and a surmounter of adversity,
Bailey's past is rife with injustices, myths, and
misconceptions - including that she was an antiSemite and a racist with a dark agenda. With
scandals and controversies laid bare, Bailey's
extraordinary life is revealed as a powerful,
remarkable legacy.
Fifteen Rules for Magic -- the soul, the White
Magician, becoming manifest through its own
inherent magical powers. The human being is
essentially and inherently divine. The soul is the
means whereby humanity evolves a consciousness
of divinity, redeems gross matter and liberates the
pure flame of spirit. This work talks about White
Magic.
Esoteric Healing condenses, explains, and presents
the teachings on healing by "the Tibetan" in the
works of Alice A. Bailey, with an emphasis on
training practitioners. Introductory chapters examine
the nature of the subject and provide the necessary
guidelines for diagnosing, prescribing, and
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therapeutically utilizing specific energy forms
intelligently, yet from an intuitive understanding. The
main part of the book studies the healing circuits,
known as triangles, arranged on a basis of clinical
diagnoses relating to particular systems. Expanded
sections describe the use of the sense triangle in
healing, and triangles used in more advance esoteric
healing. Individual chapters deal with the application
of these healing energies to oneself and also how to
approach cancer and other major planetary
influences. Esoteric Healing defined and explained
Practical emphasis with many diagrams Reveals a
new understanding of disease How to heal from the
soul level and work within the subtle bodies Distant
healing and self-healing Case histories Group
meditation and healing mantrams Paperback: ISBN:
1-57733-110-9, 6x9 Self-hardcover: ISBN:
1-57733-162-1
A nation is an evolving spiritual entity, subject, as a
human being is, to the impact of energies. These
energies influence the national consciousness,
encouraging recognition of soul destiny and cooperation with that evolving process. The spiritual
destiny of many nations and their predisposing soul
and personality influences are discussed in this
book.
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